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Several departments enjoy Prestige’ ofnew title

BY NASER IDEIS

school after being departments.
Library and Information Science
To the former music depart- was changed from its status as a
ment, its faculty and its students, division to that of a school. The
the new title as School of Music department of Art and Design
instead of department of music is was also renamed as a school.
more than just a name change. To
In a news release regarding the
members it means prestige, dis- name change for the music
department, Evans said he’s
tinction and autonomy.
Last month, SJSU President J. "pleased to recognize the accomHandel Evans announced the plishments of the school’s gradurenaming of the music depart- ates, its students and its faculty in
renaming this outstanding proment to the School of Music.
The School of Music is one of gram and recognizing its national
three departments designated stature."
’Fed 1.ucas, director of tlic
with the new title. The School of
Journalism and Mass Communi- School of Music, said the name
cation and the School of Nursing change singles out the department as being somewhat different
were also renamed.
Last year two other depart- from a tiaditional music derir
ments where given the status of ment.
Spartan Daily Staff Wnt cr.

"It emphasizes the professional
education and training musicians
get for a career," he said. "This
change is important in that it
adds some prestige to the title. It
separates the music unit from the
rest of the university in the sense
that it may be more attractive for
recruiting outstanding students
... and for recruiting additional
outstanding faculty.
"If I were to leave, 1 would
think that a recruitment for a
director of the School of Music
might be more effective than
Lhairman
the music department."
Lucas also said that the name
change will be more attractive to
high school mident% and to
NAMES, Page 3

Earth Day focused on
’environmental justice’
BY THEODORE SCHMIDT
Spartan Daily Stall:Writer

In celebration of Earth Day
Thursday, the Student Union
Amphitheater will be the site of
talks, tables with environmental
pamphlets and a band playing in
celebration of environmentalism.
The theme of the forum on
Earth Day is environmental justice and discussions will concern
the Exxon Valdez oil spill, toxic
and
"environmental
wastes
racism and civil rights."
Environmental justice
"We decided to make the
theme of this to be the lack of
environmental justice toward
ethnic groups in this country anti
the extortion of third world
countries and the placing of toxic
waste dumps in non-English
speaking communities," said Phil
Kaffen, a forum coordinator.
He said waste is placed in these
neighborhoods without the people of the community knowing

what it really is or why the companies are placing it there.
"This happened in Kings
County where Mexican and Latino people were not given an
interpreter at the meetings held
for the community. A law suit followed," Kaffen said.
Some of the speakers in the
forum are professors at SJSU in
the environmental studies program.
Frank Schiavo will talk about
the
environmental
studies
department at SJSU. Cynthia
Mahabir will talk about environmental rights and Robert Schaeffer will talk about Earth Day politics.
Alternative power
Part of the focus of the forum
is to show alternatively powered
vehicles and alternative power
sources. Kaffen also said, "What
we do to our own health is
important too. We want to
inform the unaware," about envi-

ronmentally sound alternatives to
nuclear power and possible environmental disasters.
"Nuclear waste is radioactive
for over 500,000 years," and burying the waste is environmentally
unsound, Kaffen said. There is no
place on the earth that has been
unchanged in 500,000 years so no
one knows whether burying the
waste anywhere is safe, he said.
Schiavo, a professor in the
environmental studies department, owns a house that is 100percent solar powered.
"I believe you should practice
what you teach," Schiavo said.
"My home is an attempt to show
people that these energy efficient
options are available and within
reach. If we are ever going to
achieve environmental justice
people need to be aware of this. It
is not somebody else’s job to
make environmental decisions; it
is everyone’s job."
The forum starts at 10 a.m.
and will continue until about 1:30
p.m.
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noon. Their routine, titled "The Night Dances,"
is choreographed by Lisa Freedman, who is
also a dance major.

Edvins Purls and Shelly Loder, both juniors
majoring in dance, practice a modern dance
routine in the Spartan Complex Monday after-

Writing Skills Test draws multitudes

Villa Nueva offers fresh
site for career resources

BY NASER IDEIS

BY TRACY BLAKELY

’Tartan Daily Ntalt Wnter

To thousands of SJSU students registered
to take the Writing Skills Test (WST), this
Saturday is not just another day off, it’s as
important as being able to register in the
classes they need in the fall semester.
A record 3,540 students will be tested for
whether they’re
their writing ability
good enough to enroll in the 100W courses
or any of the upper division general education classes.
The number of students who registered
to take the WST is far above average, said
Bruce Wilson, test coordinator for Testing
and Evaluation at SJSU.
Wilson said there were two major reasons that attracted the great number of students to take the test Saturday.
Besides Admissions and Record’s mass
mailing of test notices, Wilson said, word
got around about a "minor change" of the
test standards for future tests.
Mara Southern, director of Testing and
Evaluation said that currently, anyone who
can get a score of seven or higher on the
essay test will pass regardless of the score on
the multiple choice section of the test. And
anybody who gets a 62 on the multiple
choice will pa.ss regardless of the essay test

lhe best preparationfor
the WST is the knowledge,
experience and English
skilLs students have
acquired over the course of
their educatiotial careers.
score.
By the new standards that will start in
June, Southern said, students have to get a
minimum score of eight on the essay test to
pass or a score 0163 or higher on the multiple choice to pass.
Students will also get the chance to combine their scores on the multiple choice and
the essay test to get a passing score, she said.
"If they get at least seven on the essay and
60 on the multiple choice then they’ll pass."
Southern said the combination of scores
provides a better chance for students who
don’t do well on one part of the test. "If you
write a faulty essay, you have to demon-

strate your editing skills (to be able to
pass):’ she said.
Although students may pass the test on
the basis of a single test part, Southern said,
they have to provide responses to both
parts of the test in order to have the test
scored.
Bruce said 45 minutes will be given for
the 72 -item multiple choice test and one
hour for the essay test.
On the whole, students should make
available two anti a half hours for the test
period, he said.
The test will be given three times on Saturday, at 8 a.m., 11 aan and 2:30 p.m. "Students must show up at the time specified on
their registration card that was mailed to
them:’ Wilson said.
According to the testing office, the best
preparation for the WST is the knowledge,
experience and English skills students have
acquired over the course of their educational careers.
Those students who wish to review more
sample questions and the basic rules of
grammar and usage may purchase a book
titled "Cliff’s Writing Proficiency Examination" available in the bookstore.
The next WST will be lune 26. The last
day to register for that test will be June 3.

Spartan

Rirly St.itt

It smells like ncw carpet
fumes, but the Y Wc. \ Villa
Nueva career center on Third
r red offers old tried and true
job -hunting resources.
Barely used three-ring binders
tilled with job descript ions from
potential employers sit on shelves
awaiting those in need of
employment. For a daily fee of $3

anyone can take advantage of
what the sparkling little room
has to offer.
"We have a resource library,
job listings with 500 to 700
employers we actively solicit per
month, and a referral network of
over 100 agencies listed out in the
community:’ said Career Development Services coordinator
Thcit- ,
Ytt.i
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San Jose honors Russian scholars, art
BY THEODORE SMITH
Spartan !tatty Stall

r
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San Jose is playing host for a
week of festivities for its Russian
sister city of Ekaterinburg.
Starting Friday and running
until April 30, the Pavilion shops
in downtown San lose will be displaying Russian arts and crafts as
well as exhibits reflecting the city
of Ekaterinburg.
On Saturday, music, food and
Russian events will be featured at
a Russian party from 12:30 to 5
p.m.
Eighteen Russian speakers will

-..-

give conferences and talk to people about the Russian city.
The 18 -person delegation
from Russia will visit various
businesses and sites around San
lose. The Russian visitors will
tour the Hoover Institute,
Packard Hospital and Stanford
Hospital. A reception will be held
at SISU on N1onday from 4 to 6
p.m.
The Pavilion will be displaying
all of the arts from Russia and
having various lunches and
exhibits from Friday until April
29.
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Difficult to survive a battle
with a ’messiah’
The government had no other
choice but toforce an end to
the 51 -day standoff
On Monday, a 51 -day standoff by FBI authorities with David
Koresh and his followers in Waco,
Texas came to a fiery apocalyptic end
that saw 85 people , including 20 children, swallowed in a blazing inferno.
The battle began Feb. 28 when
agents from the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms tried to serve
arrest warrants for weapons violations and child abuse on the community.
In the wake of the tragedy that
occurred in Waco, the Spartan Daily
supports the actions of the FBI during the long standoff.
The operation has been criticized
for tactical flaws and the mounting
costs of the long wait as well as the
rationale for Monday’s raid.
Costs can never be to high when
lives are stake, especially when they
are the lives of young children. Fiftyone days was enough time to conduct
the proper negotiations needed to
bring about a peaceful solution.
It became apparent that Koresh
was unwilling to compromise. Attorney General Janet Reno rightfully
approved a raid to end a situation
that was a growing hazard to many
lives.
Planners gauged everything
including a non-pyrotechnic" tear

gas that would spark a fire, and the
possible effects of the CS tear gas that
was used on children before making a move.
Something needed to be done, and
the FBI had no control over the end
result. The FBI took numerous precautions to protect the lives of innocent children or followers held against
their will.
Some argue if the FBI wanted to
destroy the compound why did it
waste the media and taxpayers’ time
and money for 51 seemingly endless
day. It can be safely assumed that the
FBI, ATF, President Clinton and Reno
never planned or hoped for such a
catastrophic resolution to the standoff. How long can negotiators reason
with a man who considered himself
(at some times) the Messiah?
But little can be done to prevent an
unstable, crazed, "religious" leader
from bringing an apocalyptic end to
his "stable" world when his arsenal
might be equivalent to some small
nations military might.
It was obvious Koresh and his followers were prepared to die and
unwilling to accept any other resolution.
The true tragedy is the loss of
many young children who had no
control over their own destiny.
What needs to be questioned is
how far can we as a society allow a
group of people to seclude themselves
with firearms without violating their
rights, but at same time preventing
another similar occurrence.
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Letters to the editor
Taxes a necessary evil
patron saint Ronald Reagan told
Editor
Matt! Matt! Matt! You just don’t get everyone they could get something
for nothing.
it, do you?
Finally, there’s the matter of uniNothing in this world is as black
something new
and white as you would malce it seem versal health care
(re: Matt Smith column "Tax the sta- taxes are supposed to cover. Anyone
ple goods so people will save money:’ who thinks this country will adopt a
system of socialized medicine is in
April 20).
First of all, no matter who we vote need of a doctor themselves.
The future of medicine involves
for we always get stuck with somebody. After all, these days most peo- making it more efficient, and thereple who actually bother to vote do so fore less expensive.
It’s called "managed competition."
for the lesser of the evils, which in
this year turned out by "majority" Look into it.
opinion to be "Slick Willy."
Second, no matter how much people complain about taxes, they are a
necessary evil because even more
people demand greater services.
foe Christman
Also, we get the added "bonus" of
Junior,
paying back, with interest, the soMechanical Engineering
called free-ride of the ’80s, when your
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Foreign aid a benefit to U.S., never a burden
How much of the U.S.
budget is allocated to foreign
aid?
a. 20 percent
b. 25 percent
c. 17 percent
d. None of the above
The answer is d. Foreign aid
represents less than 1 percent
of the U.S. budget and is one of
America’s most misunderstood programs. According to
the 1990 Census Bureau, the
budget totalled $1.1 billion,
while all types of foreign aid
reached approximately $18
million.
Foreign aid is divided into
three major areas. Grants are
transfers of supply or cash for
which no payment is expected.
Credits refer to loan disbursements or transfers to be
repaid, usually with interest.
Other assistance refers to
transfer of U.S. farm products
in exchange for foreign currencies.
Since 73 percent of the foreign aid is spent in America,
not in foreign countries, it
supports American jobs.
According to a Pentagon study,
about $6 billion a year is given
to our allies to purchase military equipment from American defense contractors. This
amount injects approximately
$25 billion per year and results
in more than 200,000 American jobs.

Not only the defense industry benefits. Hundreds of
American universities, both
public and private, participate
in university research abroad,
funded by foreign aid which
offers opportunities for American students overseas.
In this global village we call
planet earth, our destiny is
intertwined with the rest of the
world. American foreign aid
fights global warming, the
destruction of rain forests,
drugs and much, much more.
For example, foreign aid
helps programs such as the
United Nations Environment
Fund, which, in turn, helps
developing countries adopt
cleaner energy sources.
U.S. exports to recipients
increased by 70 percent
between 1986 and 1990. Today,
these exports account for more
than one-third of total U.S.
exports, and generate more
than 28 million U.S. jobs.
Developing countries are a
potential growth market for
U.S. exports. By the year 2,000,
it is projected 80 percent of the
world’s people will live in
developing countries. Foreign
aid to those countries would
promise more potential investment in the U.S.
Foreign aid supports programs such as the National
Endowment for Democracy.
Leaders from around the
world are learning to sustain

governments.
democratic
Concurrently, economic assistance is provided to prevent
collapse of democracy in those
nations.
History has shown democracies do not fight each other.
As the number of democracies
grows, the world will be safer,
the U.S. security will increase,
and security costs will
decrease.
In addition, we can depend
on having a certain relation
ship with democracies because
the agreements are with
nations, not with leaders. Such
assurance will not disappear
when the next leader is elected,
as opposed to possible coup
d’etats in non-democracies.
Humanitarian aid programs overseas cost each
American only about 16 cents
per year, while the gratitude
and investment that follows is
immeasurable.
Humanitarian
efforts
involve such charitable organizations as the Red Cross,
which provides more money
than the government does.
Such aid is credited for
immunizing children in developing countries and saving 20
million people in Africa from
starvation in the 1980s.
Foreign aid is a small price
to pay for peace and security
in the world. The Middle East,
one of the world’s most volatile
areas, is still our main concern.

Amos Fabiali

To My Four
Readers
As such, foreign aid to Israel
is in our direct national interest; 83 percent of it is spent
right here in the U.S., creating
jobs
and
boosting the
economies of 43 states, California included. American
weapon systems, including the
Patriot missile and the F-15
fighter aircraft, have been
improved with Israeli technological innovations.
Only 17 percent of Americans supported the Marshall
Plan, but this foreign aid program became the foundation
for our foreign policy in
Europe.
Why should America maintain foreign aid? Because we
can’t afford not to.

Amos Fabian is a Daily staff
columnist. His column appears
every other Wednesday

Spiritual awakening needed for earth’s survival
Tomorrow all the citizens, newspapers and television stations in the country
gear up to break out the Big
Band-aid and ease their guilty
consciences for Earth Day.
People will drive a little less,
turn in their recycling for
some pocket cash, and maybe
say "hello" to the tree in their
backyard.
The day after tomorrow
for the general populace, anyway it will all be forgotten.
But for the Native Americans who share this land it’s a
day without a sunset, a spiritual battle that never ends. It’s a
continuous fight for "the way"
that spans generations far
exceeding the last twentysomething years Earth Day has
been around.
While the still -youthful
white environmental movement is wrapped up in computer printouts and stalemated
compromises in downtown

as:
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The 287 Indian
reservations in the
U.S. are the most
environmentally
brutalized areas of
land in existence.
business offices, the American
Indian movement is a fundamental relationship between
human life and its creator, its
the mother earth.
"God"
It is the most bitter of
ironies. The 287 Indian reservations in the U.S. are the most
env iron mentally brutal ized
areas of land in existence.
Through unrelenting pressure, the government (with the
help of the federal Bureau of
Indian Affairs) has incessantly

strip-mined, oil -drilled and
dumped it’s way to destroying
the homeland of the earth’s
original conservationists.
First the good ’ole USA
takes over Native American
land and claims it as its own
(Sound familiar to a certain
Middle East situation a couple
of years ago?), then it tears up
the land through mindless
overconsumption, and as the
ultimate slap in the face, leaves
the cleanup job to the Indians.
Then the government people make laughable statements
with straight faces. A great
example was George Bush’s
chief negotiator David H.
LeRoy, who said Indian land is
the best place to dump spent
fuel rods because their wisdom
of the earth makes them better
equipped to handle it.
Earth Day should be a celebration of the Native American love of the earth, not just a
half-hearted involvement for
the day. It should extend past

fin, Batcho

Elephant Talk
the next day and beyond, with
the attitude and the realization
that this planet is the only habitable one in our vicinity and
it’s dying.
What Americans really
need is a massive spiritual
awakening. The only way this
can happen is if more people
stop living for their next paycheck and start to really appreciate the beauty and dynamics
of the earth and all it provides.
Inn Batch ts a Daily staff columnist

FORUM PAGE POLICIES
Articles may be mailed to
the Forum Editor, The Spartan
Daily, Department of Journal-

ism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,

San Jose, CA 95192 or faxed to
(408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST

contain the author’s name,
address, daytime phone number, signature and major.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
AL-ANON: Meeting, 12 -12:50 p.m., Admin. Room #269, call
Carol at 483-2084.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Meeting, 12:15p.m., Campus Ministry Center, 10th and San Carlos, call (415) 595-2103.
ARTISTS’ GUILD: Student Artwork sale: Pre -sale Registration
Deadline, noon, Industrial Studies Room 235A, call Debbie at
293-3313.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD: Wednesday Night Cinema "A Few Good Men"
6-9p.m., SU Ballroom, call ASPB
R.A.T. Line at 924-6261.
BLACK GRADUATION COMMITTEE: Meeting, 5p.m., EOP Conference Room, call Regina at
279-3381.
COUNSELING SERVICES: Academic advising, 4-6:45p.m., Ad min. bldg. room 201, 4-5p.m.;
lobby 5-6:45p.m., call 924-5910.
METEOROLOGY DEPT.: Seminar, 4-5p.m., Duncan Hall 615,
call Del at 924-5200.
MOUNTAINEERS OF SJSU: Meeting, 3p.m., SU Almaden Room,
call Gary at 279-2729.

PHILOSOPHY DEPT.: Prof. Holly
Thomas, "A Modest Solution to a
Problem of Induction’: 4p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room, call Prof. Harwood at 924-4519.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown Bag Lunch - Transition and Barriers, 12-1:30p.m.,
SU Pacheco Room, call Virginia
at 924-5930; graduation blues,
7p.m., SU Pacheco Room, call
924-5939.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Meeting,
7p.m., SU Pacheco Room, call
Mike at 924-8383.
SPARTAN DAILY: Health and Fitness Fair, 11a.m.-2p.m., Art Quad, call 924-3270.

THURSDAY
ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER
STUDENT UNION: Outreach
Day Meeting, 5-7p.m., SU Montalvo Room, call Carmelita at
924-2531.
ERC: Earth Day, 10a.m-4p.m.,
Amphitheatre, Art Quad, call
Phil at 998, 8385 or 924-5467.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 5:30p.m., SU
Almaden Room, call Adria at
370-1031.

Spartaclinde is available to SJSU students, faculty and siatl organiiat ions tor tree. I /cadline is 5 p m., two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Pally, 1)141
209. I imited space may force reducing the number of entries
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CORRECTION:
Salaries of CSU administrators were reported incorrectly in
Monday’s Spartan Daily.
Members of the board of trustees earns $100 per meeting plus
travel expenses. The chancellor earns $175,000 annually and the
board of trustees’ secretary earn $40,000 a year.
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junior college students.
"It sounds better when they’re
(the School of Music> applying
for grants or any outside
finances," said Theodore Norton,
head of the Organization and
Government Committee of the
Academic Senate. "It’s more customary in their discipline to refer
to the organization as a school
instead of a department."
According to the Academic
Senate resolution approved last
year, the nomenclature followed
at SJSU changes the title of the
individual who administers the
department from department
chair to school director. But the
director’s position will not carry
any changes other than a new
designation.
The school director is equivalent to a department chair and is
reimbursed at the same level as
department chairs. Departments
designated as schools will virtually has no financial impact.
There will be no new adrninis-

trative positions created as a
result of the designation of
"schools."
There will furthermore be no
additional dePartments created
within a college as a result of the
change.
In order for an existing academic department to be designated
as "school:’ it has to meet two criteria set by the Academic Senate
of SJ SU.
The first criterion is the existence of similar academic units of
comparable size and academic
quality in comprehensive universities that are frequently. designated "school."
The second criterion for the
name change requires the applicant department to offer a terminal degree in a professionally oriented program, which means that
graduates of that department
should be able to practice in the
field of their degree.
In addition, to be supported
by appropriate explanation for
the name change, departments
requesting the new title must also
be approved by a majority vote of
its department faculty.
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University of Oregon
Summer Session
JUNE 21 -AUGUST 13
las,es and workshops begin throughout
the summer. No formal admission
requirements. For a tree summer session
bulletin, write or call:
1993 Summer Session
333H Oregon Hall
University of Oregon
Eugene Olt 97403
(503) 346-3475
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Oregon is

YWCA
From page I
On a broader horizon is the
$35 yearly membership program.
Brown-bag luncheons with guest
speakers, job -search support
groups and unlimited use of the
facilities are included.
"We’re in the process of getting
some computers in," Morris said.
"Within the next month or two
people can come in and practice
resume writing or enhance typing
and word-processing skills."
A volunteer work program is
where the Villa Nueva center differs from SJSU’s Career Planning
and Placement Office. Industrial
organization psychology student
Jennifer Strickland took advantage as an intern, earning four
units of college credit, and put the
resources together at Villa Nueva.
"I looked at what people wanted:’ Strickland said. "I’ve had
some good feedback, and people
wanted it to be less overwhelming. Usually you walk into a career
center and nobody tells you how

3
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Stale University

the best place to be th;. ,ummer!
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to use it."
Others can volunteer in lieu of
paying for services at the career
center. "It can be anything from
clerical work here to high-end
admi nist Naive positions?’

SHAPE UP TODAY
Health & Fitness Fair
Where - Art Quad
When - I lam-2pm

Featuring

AY

Facial Acne Care
Color Consultants
American Lung Assoc
American Heart Assoc
Massage Demonstration
Black Mountain Water
Stivers Insurance

MADD
Nu Skin
AIDS Program
March of Dimes
Condom CO-OP
Acupuncture
La Rose

DEALERS HAS THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN
Teen dub members charged
with murdering a dassmate
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)
Attorneys denied that three teenagers charged with executing a
classmate were members of the
Ace of Spades paramilitary club,
and suggested a key witness is
lying.
The defense on Monday presented its opening arguments in
the murder trial of Schulyer
MacPherson, 19; Bryan Davis, 18;
and Mike McDonald, 18.
Trial was scheduled to resume
today in Superior Court.
Prosecutors contend the three
strangled and stabbed Alexander
Giraldo, 16, on Feb. I, 1992 and
dumped his body off a San Pedro
cliff.
All four attended Polytechnic
High School.
Authorities had suggested that
Giraldo was killed because he
informed police about a burglary
involving other Ace of Spades
members.
"The Ace of Spades these
people had a motive to hurt, hit
and kill Alexander Giraldo,"
Chris Ayers, an attorney for
McDonald, said Monday.
But his client is not a club
member and, as Giraldo’s friend,
lacked a reason to kill him, Ayers
told the jury.
The other defense lawyers also
denied their clients were Ace of
Spades members.
Chavares McNary, an admitted

Ace of Spades, testified in a preliminary hearing that he saw
McDonald and Davis strangle
Giraldo with a wire noose, and
that MacPherson drove the victim to the murder site.
In exchange for the testimony
McNary, who had been charged
with murder, was allowed to
plead guilty to conspiracy to
commit voluntary manslaughter.
Defense lawyers on Monday
suggested he may have lied to get
a lighter sentence and actually
had the strongest motive for the
murder.
"The Ace of Spades had the
motive," said Jack Fuller, an attorney for MacPherson.
"Who is Chavares McNary?
An enforcer for the Ace of
Spades," said Leonard Matsuk,
who represents Davis.
No mention of the Ace of
Spades was made by prosecutor
Ken Lamb in his opening statement.
Defense attorneys told the Los
Angeles Times that Lamb unsuccessfully tried to exclude evidence
regarding the club during a
closed pretrial meeting with
other attorneys and Judge Victor
Barrera.
However, Lamb told the jury,
"The defendants were involved in
the slayings. The people will
prove that beyond a reasonable
doubt."
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Montana makes it
official: he is gone
SAN I RAN( .1SCO (AP)
The man who quarterbacked the
San ranusco 49ers to four Super
Bowl titles a 49er no more?
Say it ain’t so, Joe.
Joe Montana never expected it
to end this way, traded from the
team he symbolized for more
than a decade because the 49ers
found a better, younger, healthier
quarterback.
But he finally pulled the trigger
himself, saying on Monday that
he would prefer to start in Kansas
City than to back up Steve Young
in San Francisco, no matter the
49ers’ designation of him as "the
designated starter."
Regardless, Montana leaves
San Francisco as one of the city’s
most illustrious sports heroes
ever.
His final tally in 14 seasons:
four Super Bowl rings, three
Super Bowl MVP awards, seven
Pro Bowl appearances, two NFL
MVP honors, a host of team and
NFL records.
Not to mention the adoration
of countless fans who continued
to call for Montana to take the
field even as Young, who supplanted him, led San Francisco to
the league’s best record last season and was named the NFEs
M VP.
By the end of last season, Montana appeared recovered from an

elbow injury that sidelined him
for most of two seasons, leading
three scoring drives during the
49ers’ final regular-season game.
But the comeback came too
late, and at 36, Montana was too
old. The team at first elected to
stick with Young as the starter.
Montana, who will turn 37 on
June I I , was told he wouldn’t be
allowed to compete for the job in
training camp, a position
reversed only Sunday, when Montana already had committed to
joining the Chiefs, contingent on
a trade being worked out by both
teams.
That trade came lbesday.
Always quick to give credit to
others, Montana has maintained
much of his success was due to
former 49ers coach Bill Walsh,
who formulated the offensive
scheme under which he flourished, and to Jerry Rice, the
game’s best receiver.
But Montana was the centerpiece, the clutch performer with
all-American good looks and a
pedigree from Notre Dame.
Now it’s the Chiefs, not the
49ers, will find out whether Montana, master of the comeback, has
one more in him.
He has done it so many times,
rallying himself from numerous
injuries and his team from seemingly hopeless situations.
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more about lawyers and the American legal system.
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Two Spartan baseball players groom the infield between games
on Sunday. The Spartans played a double header against the
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University of Nevada-Reno on Sunday. The Spartans lost to Stan ford 5-4 yesterday.

Sick honored, golf teams do well
BY KEviN Tt

I It

Spartan

Dave Sick, JJS1.1 pitcher, has
been honored as "Pitcher-of- the Week" and Collegiate Baseball’s
"Co-National -Player-of-the
Week."
Sick is the second Spartan
pitcher to be honored in the Big
West Conference this season.
The 6’2" 195 lb. junior shares
his honor with Darren Langlis, a
pitcher from the University of
New Orleans.
Sick is also the first SJSU player
to be honored since the 1990 season by Collegiate Baseball.

In his tirst game ot the week on
Tuesday, April 13, Sick tossed a
complete game in a 8-1 victory.
He gave up six hits and one
unearned run while striking out
six and walking one.

Women’s golf wins again
SJ SU woman’s golt Lisa Walton
lead SJSU to a five-stroke victory
at the Women’s Southern Intercollegiate Championships, winning with a 926 score.
The Spartans showed their
skill with four players in the top
25 in the 100-player field. Furman

tied the Spartans in Sunday’s final points. [’his game was held at the
round, came in second with a 931 U.S InterCollegiate tournament at
Stanford University at Stanford
total.
The Spartan victory was SJSU’s Golf Course.
fifth title in six tournaments of
SJSU players Steve Woods, Bob
the 1992-93 season.
Jacobson, Denny Rasku, Brad
The Spartans have won 13 Yzerman, Justin Wright, and
times in 15 events and finished Brian Tucker played in the game,
second in the other two tourna- averaging scores in the mid 70s.
ments.Tracy Hanson, also of
Woods, in round two,shot a 65,
SJSU, finished in the top 10 with a just one off the course record.
On day three, Oregon State
sbcth place 228 score, a final
round of even par 73.
won, with a total of 862 points.
Men’s golf team earns third The first round leader was Cal
State at 287, and the second
In men’s golf, SJSU took third round winner was Washington
place, scoring a total of 872 State at 522.

Giants come back m extra innings
NEW YORK (AP)
Barry
Bonds hit a two-run homer in the
Giants’ three-run 1 1 th inning,
and San Francisco ended a sixgame losing streak against New
York with a 4-1 victory over the
Mets on Thesday night.
Darren l.ewis opened the II th
with a triple off Mike Maddux (01 ), the third New York pitcher.
Will Clark singled to break a 1- I
tie, and one out later Bonds
homered over the centcr field

fence, his tOurth this season.
Dave Righetti (1-0), pitched a
hitless 10th. Rod Beck earned his
fifth save, retiring all three batters
in the 1 I th.
Bill Swift allowed only one hit
through seven innings, striking
out three and walking one. He
retired the final 13 batters he
faced before being lifted for a
pinch -hitter in the eighth.
The Mets’ Sid Fernandez had a
National League sea.son-high 14

strikeouts while limiting the
Giants to three hits over eight
innings. The left-hander who
retired 10 straight at one point
five on strikeouts now has
fanned 10 or more 32 times in his
career.
The Giants, losers of their final
six games to the Mets last season,
used the only two walks allowed
by Fernandez to score the game’s
first run in the second. Matt
Williams and Bonds drew consec-

utive walks, and after Robby
Thompson and Royce Clayton
struck out, Kirt Manwaring lined
a 1-1 pitch for a single to score
Williams.
The Mets tied it when Howard
Johnson hit a bloop single off
reliever Mike Jackson in the
eighth. Jeff Kent sacrificed Johnson to second and Gino Minutelli,
who relieved Jackson, gave up a
run-scoring triple to pinch-hitter
Dave Gallagher.

Sharks look for new coach and bright future
SAN JOSE (AP)
Even
though the San Jose Sharks can’t
erase the black marks they
recorded in NHL record books,
they’re hoping a new leader can at
least dim the bad memories.
Following the firing of coach
George Kingston four days after
the conclusion of their 11-71-2
season, the Sharks are seeking a
more forceful personality than
that of "Gentle George." Under
Kingston, the second -year ft an
chise set a league record for losses
and matched the mark for consecutive setbacks.
"We clearly fell back and we
didn’t go forward, and there is a

lot of reasons for that, obviously,"
Sharks president Art Savage said
Monday as he announced
Kingston’s fate. "But we felt that
the change needed to be done so
we could get a fresh start and go
forward starting year three. "
In the coming weeks, the team
will interview several coaching
candidates front a list of 18 to 20
possibil it ics, tiavage said. The hiring decision will be made by owners George and Gordon Gund,
Savage, and input from general
managers Chuck Grillo and Dean
Lombardi.
Savage said the team is looking
for a hard-working head coach

with "a winning attitude and personality."
The list of candidates includes
Sharks associate coach Bob Murdoch and Kevin Constantine,
coach of the Sharks’ I HL affiliate,
the Kansas City Blades.
There is no timetable for tilling
Kingston’s post, Savage said, and
some candidates were involved in
the NHL playoffs and couldn’t be
interviewed immediately.
Although Savage speculated
that changes would be made on
the ice, he said the team would
keep its emphasis on development of young players while looking at free agents and trade possi-

bilities.
"We understand we’re still in a
process of growth, and we will
continue that process," Savage
said. "We’re not making changes
in that area, in the philosophy, but
we also have to show progress and
make progress.
"We will be looking at the free
agent market this year, most definitely. I think that, as well as possible trades and certainly the
draft, is what it will take for us to
build."
Kingston, who did not return
phone messages seeking comment, declined the Sharks’ offer of
a pro scouting position.

Seifert might lose respect with 49er teammates
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) All
along, coach George Seifert said
holding an open quarterback
competition risked tearing apart
his San Francisco 49ers.
Yet the handling of the controversy by Seifert and management
may end up doing the same thing,
even after quarterback Joe Montana’s trade to Kansas City Thesday night.
At the lea.st, the organization,
regarded as among the NFI:s best,
appeared vacillating and weak in
its attempt to satisfy Montana.
First, the 49ers were solidly
behind NFL MVP Steve Young as
the starter. Then they told Montana over the weekend he could

have the job if he agreed to stay
with the team he led to four Super
Bowl titles. On Monday, Montana
rebuffed the 49ers, saying he’d
prefer to be traded to Kansas City,
and he got his wish Tliesday
night.
Several players had expressed
concern about the moves, saying
Montana and Young have been
treated unfairly.
"I’m really a little tired of this
saga," All -Pro wide receiver Jerry
Rice said. "It’s going to be hard to
put it behind us, but I think that’s
what we need to do."
Rice didn’t blame Montana for
turning down San Francisco’s
Ilth-hour offer to designate him

the starting quarterback going
into training camp. The offer,
which Seifert said came directly
from him, marked a turnaround
from the coach’s longstanding
assertion that the job belonged to
Young.
"So much had happened to
him here, how could he believe
that?" Rice told the Santa Rosa
Press Democrat. "It’s not like,
’Oh, now they’re going to make
me the starter. All my troubles are
going to be behind me:"
To make matters worse, the
Montana question seems to have
distracted management from the
free-agent market. With the NFL
draft Sunday, Seifert has a num-

ber of defensive holes to till.
Defensive end Pierce Holt
jumped to the Atlanta Falcons
without a matching offer from
San Francisco, then the 49ers lost
a bidding war for All-Pro defensive end Reggie White. Last week,
another free agent courted by the
49ers, defensive lineman Al Noga,
signed with the Washington Redskins.
Now, linebacker Tim Harris
may be out the door, lured by the
Philadelphia Eagles. Rice said he
was saddened to learn Montana
wants to leave, regardless of the
offer to make him the starter. But
he and other players couldn’t help
but sympathize.
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Steve Funk, an SJSU campus ministry participant, carries a
blow-up shark in front of Tower Hall on Tuesday morning. The
shark, which belongs to the campus ministry, is used there as a

T

visual aid. Funk was taking a stroll through campus with his
friend Daniel Hawkins, left, also a minister at the campus ministry.
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Media around the world react with
horror and anger to Waco tragedy
Foreign
LONDON (AP)
newspapers bluntly criticized U.S.
authorities’ handling of the Waco
standoff, saying miscalculations
cost dozens of lives.
"What happened in Waco is
unbelievable. And for the FBI,
unpardonable," the Portuguese
daily Diario de Noticias said
Tuesday.
"What is inexcusable, for such
a powerful American federal
agency, is that at the end of those
51 days everything happened
exactly the way David Koresh said
it would."
America’s detractors "will be
only too happy to exploit once
more the stereotype of the trigger-happy cop," said the Englishlanguage Gulf News in the Persian
Gulf emirate of Dubai.
Assaf Hefetz, the founder of a
special Israeli anti-guerrilla unit,
criticized the FBI for using
armored vehicles to punch holes
in the cult’s compound and pump
in tear gas.

Tear gas gives the other side
"time and room for action," said
Hefetz, who is a deputy to Israel’s
national police commissioner.
Necdet Menzir, police chief of
Istanbul, lbrkey, said the Waco
operation could have been
planned and executed better. He
blamed the outcome on the inexperience of Americans in dealing
with religious zealots.
"These people are fanatics.
Such an end should have been
calculated in advance," Menzir
said.
As many as 24 Britons were
believed in the compound when it
burned down, and a member of
Parliament called lbesday for
laws barring religious cults from
recruiting in Britain.
But Prime Minister John Major
said there already were criminal
and immigration laws that the
government was "prepared and
willing" to use to prevent cult
members from violating the
rights of others.

Foreign experts on religious
cults said it was no surprise that
members of the Branch Davidian
cult chose mass suicide rather
than surrender and suggested the
FBI should have realized that.
"The United States has not
learned the lesson of similar incidents in the past and apparently
invited the results of pushing this
group further into a corner,"
Masato Shimizu, an expert on
religion, was quoted as saying by
the Japanese newspaper Asahi.
De Telegraaf, the Netherlands’
most popular daily newspaper,
asked why the FBI did not take
seriously Koresh’s threat that
something terrible would happen
if federal agents moved against
the compound.
"It has, after all, long been
known that such figures are capable of committing the most horrible atrocities at a cost of many
lives," De Telegraaf said, referring
to the 1978 mass suicide at Jonestown, Guyana, by Jim Jones and

Ex-employee fires rifle into Ho
UNIVERSAL CITY (AP) A
former employee armed with a
hunting rifle peppered a movie
studio with gunfire lbesday,
wounding two people. Several
others were injured by flying
glass.
The alleged gunman was
arrested at a park near Universal
Studios Hollywood, where his
primary target was the 16-story
headquarters of MCA, Universal’s
parent company.
Tourists at the Universal Studio attraction were not affected
by the shooting, a spokeswoman
said.
John Brian Jarvis, 58, a former
studio driver, was booked for
investigation of attempted murder, police said.
"He’s indicated the possibility
this arose from some past dispute
from employment," said Los
Angeles police Lt. John Dunkin.
Jarvis was a full-time studio
driver until 1982, when he was
laid off and used as a temporary
employee until 1986, said Chris-

tine Hanson, an MCA spokeswoman. The circumstances of his
departure weren’t disclosed.
Two people were struck by bullets, six were hurt by flying glass
and one complained of an ear
injury. None of the injuries was
life threatening, officials said.
"We had heard loud noises and
I was looking out the window facing the park trying to see where
the noise was coming from," said
Dee Acosta, who works on the
7th floor.
Then a co-worker screamed,
-We’re being shot at,"’ Acosta
said.
A nearby Bank of America
branch was struck by at least one
bullet, said spokesman Charlie
Coleman. There were no injuries
there.
"1 was stopped at the red light
and I heard shots come over like
every two or three seconds, like it
was a bolt action gun. About I ()
rounds hit the tower," said Danny
Cortez.
Workers dived under desks or

912 followers.
The Daily Telegraph in London said some good could come
out of the tragedy if President
Clinton uses it as an opportunity
to tighten gun control laws.
It said the Waco tragedy "will
add to the general concern in the
country of an administration
which lacks judgment in a crisis
and has yet to assert control over
the bureaucracy."
La Stampa newspaper of Tbrin,
Italy, asked, "Who finally became
too anxious, the prophet or the
authorit ies?"
La Jornada newspaper in Mexico said that the "the enshrining
of individual liberty" in the United States is so great that it has led
to "fertile terrain for the emergence of messianic, fundamentalist and apocalytic religious movements."
"Extreme, almost Utopian liberalism" enshrined in the U.S.
Constituion "deprives the State of
all preventative power."
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raced for elevators. John Pardee
said he ran and hid.
Officers said the gunman was
still firing when they arrived at
the park, where Jarvis was arrested without incident, Dunkin said.
Twenty to 30 bullet shell casings were strewn around a car the
gunman used to steady the
weapon. More bullets were found
inside the car.
The two gunshot victims were
taken to Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, both with shoulder

wounds. One required surgery
but was in fair condition. The
other was treated and released.
The building, used in the 1974
movie "Earthquake," is adjacent
to Universal Studios, a popular
tourist attraction.
Thousands of tourists on the
studio tour at the time were unaffected by the shooting, said
spokeswoman Joan Bullard.
MCA was sold in 1990 to
Japanese electronics giant Matsushita for $6.6 billion.
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Execution anniversary brings protesters
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A year after
California’s first execution in a quarter-century, the state has a new execution method
and 356 condemned prisoners one of
whom may die this year if allowed to waive
his remaining appeals.
Death penalty opponents plan to mark
today’s anniversary of the execution of
Robert Alton Harris with a dawn vigil at
San Quentin and three church services
around the state. Harris, 39, died in the San
Quentin gas chamber for the 1978 murders
of two San Diego teen-agers.
Attorney General Dan Lungren marked
the occasion by renewing his call for limits
on federal appeals by condemned prisoners,
citing the "long and twisted legal record in
the Harris case."
Lungren’s death penalty coordinator,
Deputy Attorney General Dane Gillette,
said no California capital appeals are likely
to clear the federal courts this year, but one
prisoner may sidestep the process.
David Mason, 36, convicted of strangling

four elderly Oakland residents in 1980 and
later murdering a cellmate, had his death
sentence upheld by the state Supreme Court
in 1991 and has asked to waive his federal
appeals, Gillette said. He said Mason could
be executed this summer if found mentally
competent to relinquish his rights. A hearing is scheduled next month before a federal
judge in San Jose.
Though most opinion polls show continued overwhelming support for the death
penalty, in California and nationwide,
opponents say they have seen some hopeful
signs, including a slight drop in public support for capital punishment recorded by
polls shortly after Harris’ execution.
"I think the level of dialogue on the issue
has dramatically increased," said Pat Clark,
executive director of a group called Death
Penalty Focus. "We’re being asked to speak
more and more" at schools and public meetings.
"I think the public is maybe ahead of the
courts and the politicians in recognizing

that they are not safer in having had 200
executions in recent years in the United
States," said Dorothy Ehrlich, executive
director of the American Civil Liberties
Union of Northern California.
As evidence that some aspects of capital
punishment are causing concern, both
women cited a bill pending in the Legislature, with death penalty advocate Sen.
Frank Hill as coauthor, that would prohibit
execution of the retarded.
Ehrlich also noted the Legislature’s passage of a law giving condemned prisoners
the choice of lethal injection as an alternative to gas. Though the ACLU opposed the
bill as part of its stand against the death
penalty, she contended the law vindicated
the group’s legal challenge to the gas chamber in the final stages of the Harris case.
At today’s church services in San Francisco, Pasadena and Irvine, participants will be
asked to sign a "pledge of life" declaring that
if they are ever murdered, the killer should
not be executed, Clark said.
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State agrees to some demands in Ohio prison riot
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I cASVILLE, Ohio (AP)
file state has agreed to change or
at least review a number of prison
that
hostage-holding
rules
inmates have cited in their
demands during a deadly standoff, inmates were told.
"These demands have been
reviewed and signed by the
administration so we can end this
in a peaceful manner," said the
voice on the loudspeakers aimed
at the inmates’ barricaded cell block. The speaker was not identified.
The message read to inmates
late Monday and today asked that
they bring one of the remaining
hostages with them to the bargaining table.
Sharron Kornegay, a spokeswoman for the state prison system, said today the message
"ilffir111% our intention to negoti-

inmates on quality of life quesate in good faith."
Also today, inmates met with a tions would be improved.
lawyer, and about 10 workers who Transfer of eligible inmates to
appeared to be medical personnel other prisons in Ohio and elsewent into the prison. Officials did where would be done promptly.
A surrender would be witnot explain why the medics were
there.
nessed by a religious leader.
Mail and visiting privileges
The inmates have held a cellblock at the state’s maximum- will be reviewed, and installation
security Southern Ohio Correc- of a new phone system would be
tional Facility prison since a riot speeded up.
April I I, when they took eight
FBI would monitor prison
guards hostage. At least seven to ensure civil rights are upheld.
The Department of Health
inmates and one guard have been
killed. Two hostages were released will be consulted about tuberculosis testing. Muslim inmates had
last week.
Authorities declined to elabo- claimed the mandatory tubercurate on what the concession offers losis tests violated their spiritual
meant. Among the points made beliefs.
Jim Mayers, a spokesman for
in the loudspeaker message:
No retaliation would be
the Department of Rehabilitation
made against inmates or their and Correction, said he would
not comment on the message or
property.
with the negotiations.
--Connnunical ion

Ms. Kornegay said negotiations on Monday with the
inmates were "positive."
Three inmates today met with
attorney Niki Schwartz, an
inmate-rights activist froni Cleveland brought in by state officials.
The meeting was held in a yard
outside the besieged cellblock.
On Monday, inmates had hung
a bed sheet from a cellblock window saying, in part: "State lying
to public. We are willing to end.
Must first talk face to face with
attorney."
Earlier, Ms. Kornegay had said
Schwartz consulted with inmates
only through negotiators.
Ms. Kornegay also said authorities had begun digging a trench
between two security fences on
the west side of the prison, looking for possible tunnels dug by
inmates. She said she did not

know if any tunnels were found.
The west side of the prison
contains cellblock I where the
inmates were barricaded. That
area is out of view of media covering the siege.
A hostage released last week
said the prisoners were armed
with homemade knives and other
weapons.
"You’ve got inmates in there
that were military experts in Vietnam and know how to put bombs
together," said James A. Demons,
released Friday after inmates were
allowed to relay their demands in
a television broadcast.
Also Monday, about 1,000 people attended a funeral for hostage
Robert Vallandingham, a guard
who was killed last week. A coroner’s report indicated that Vallandingham was strangled, said
prison spokesman Michael Lee.
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Marilyn Astore, principal of
Martin Luther King Jr. Elementary School, moved her desk and
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chair

atop

the

single -story

school’s flat roof and spent the
day there, fulfilling a promise she
made to her 705 students.
"We had a ’read-a-thon’ last
month and I told them if they
read a total of 135,000 pages I’d
go up to the roof and work from
there for a day. They read 297,000
pages," said Astore, who was
wearing a pith helmet.
The project as part of the
school’s program to encourage
youngsters to read. All the children at the school from kindergarten through sixth grade took
part in the "read-a-thon," Astore
said.
During recess, children spot
ted her on the roof and shouted
encouragement. Many were curious: "Where’s your porta-potty?"
several shouted.
"She’s cool," added 8-year-old
Stacy Michener.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton ordered an investigation of the assault on David Koresh’s compound Tuesday, but said
there was no need for his attorney
general or anyone else to resign
"because some religious fanatics
murdered themselves."
Clinton said he had approved
plans to pump tear gas into the
Texas compound and would accept
full responsibility. But he also said
Koresh "killed those he controlled,
and he bears ultimate responsibility
for the carnage that ensued."
At a news conference 24 hours
after the hellish end to the 51 -day
siege, Cli-nton ordered an investigation into "whether anything
could have been done differently"
to avoid the fiery end of the siege.
Clinton firmly backed the actions of federal agencies in Waco,
Texas, saying the FBI "made every
reasonable effort to bring the perilous situation to an end without
bloodshed and further loss of life."
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0 Rushdie sentence
is irreversible,
chiefjustice says

San

Jose state Uruversity

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iran’s
chief justice said Thesday that the death
sentence against British author Salman
Rushdie will stand even though the man
who issued it is long since dead.
The judiciary chief, Mohammad
Yazdi, commented at a news conference
in Tehran that "the edict remains valid
and is accepted by all Muslims,"
The Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
condemned Rushdie for his 1989 novel
"The Satanic Verses," which the Iranian
cleric called blasphemy. Iranian leaders
have maintained since that the sentence,
or fatwa, is irreversible.

@ German troops
sent to Somalia;
a first since WWII

e Egyptian official
slightly wounded
in ambush
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Muslim extremists widened their war with Egypt’s
secular government by ambushing a
senior Cabinet minister outside his
home in Cairo’s exclusive suburb of
Heliopolis Tuesday.
Information Minister Safwat el-Sherif
suffered a minor hand wound from glass
shattered by submachine gun bullets

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MEN’S ETHNIC DANCE Concert,
Saturday, May 1 - Morris Dailey
Auditorium 7 pm. Tickets at the
doa: $10. adults; $7. students/
kids/seniors. Men’s dances of
Africa. America. Bavaria, China,
England, Greece, Hungary, Mexico
and Scotland. More information:
408/259-9789.
TAHOE HEAVENLY Nevada condos
for summer job rent near casinos.
Awesome views, spa. pool.
superior location 495 Tramway.
From $595. Tom: 702/831-8743.

FREE Information.
24 Hour Hotline.801-379-2929
Copynght CA057510.

BONN, Germany (AP) - Chancellor
Helmut Kohl decided Thesday to send
1,640 soldiers to assist in Somalia’s reconstruction, the first armed mission for German troops since World War II.
Kohl’s spokesma, said a small contingent would leave for Somalia in about two
weeks to make preparations for the rest of
the soldiers, who are to join a U.N. peacekeeping mission by the end of lune.
Leaders of the governing three-party
coalition made the decision after the U.N.
pressed Kohl to keep his pledge to provide troops to assist in Somalia.
Despite his goal of giving Germany a
greater international military role, Kohl
had vacillated because the opposition
Social Democrats threatened to take the
issue to the Constitutional Court.
The German deployment will consist
mainly of engineers and supply troops,
but infantrymen and armored cars also
will go. The soldiers will be restricted to
peaceful areas and allowed to use their
weapons "only in self-defense."
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fOR SALE
TYPEWRITER, SMITH CORONA
portable electric, with case & 2
cartridges. $95. 2591037.

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING
with matching gold wedding ring.
WAP4TED: Psychology Volunteers Paid $1,000. in 1986. Now worth
Reach out 3 hours/week as a $1,500. Sacrifice for $600. Call
Community Friend, providing social Tanya 9270196.
support to adults living with mental
illness. We train. 408/4360006.

HELP WANTED

GUARANTEED $400. Two student
clubs needed for fall pacdect. Yar
group GUARANTEED at least $400.
Must call BEFORE END OF TERM1
10309320528, ed. 99.

Most Swedes
no longer support
refugee policy

0 Military observers
withdraw
from rebel area
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) unarmed U.N. military observers left
two districts controlled by the Khmer
Rouge because of growing hostility from
the radical guerrillas.
Eight U.N. personnel have been slain
the past three weeks in attacks U.N. officials have blamed on the Khmer Rouge.
The rebels deny malcing the attacks.
The withdrawal of the observers further reduced U.N. contact with the
Khmer Rouge.
SDI

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) Most Swedes no longer support the
country’s traditional refugee-friendly
policies, following the record number of
asylum seekers from the Balkans,
according to a poll published Tuesday.
Two-thirds of those questioned last
year said Sweden should not admit
more refugees, said the Goteborg University Political Science Department poll,
which is taken yearly using the same
questions.
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Phone: 924-3277
TYPIST NEEDED Tuesdays 4-10
pin only. Must type 75 wpm &
have exc. English, grammar.
spelling skills. 408/2807203.
CASHIERS CHEVRON. Two
locations. Flexible hours.Call
295-3964 / 2690337.
ACTIVIST EARN While you learn.
Work for social justice and the
environment with Silicon Valley
Toxics Coalhion. Paid training. Full
time . $300. a week salary plus
bonus. Part time $8.00/hr.
2897882. E.O.E

EARN 51000s weekly stuffing
envelopes at home! Send SASE
to: Opportunities West. 2144 S.
1100 E., Suite 153324, Sah Lake
City, UT 84106.

TEACHER
SUMMER READING
ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS:
Teach oomprehenson skills. Om
of reading to children and adults.
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grad students who can transform
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medical. 510/8492294.

CRUISE SHIPS NOtV HIRING. Eam
12,000a/month world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No expert
ence necessary. For employment
EXTRA HELP FOR MORGAN HILL program call 1.206-634-0468 ext
home. Light housework. Some C6041.
cooking. Errands. 2-3 hours daily.
4 days/week. Flex hours. Must INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
provide character references. Call Firm seeking to expand in Bay
Area. Sales reps and managers
Michele @ 280-5903.
needed. Full time and part time
LOOKING FOR SPECIAL ED or avail. For more info regarding the
PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT to be a company. call Ftyan at 9558281.
COMPANION this summer for my
mildly retarded 12 yr. old son. HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
Hours would be 8 am - 5 pm, daily. The Job Ander for High Tech Silica)
Some weekends and ovemights. Valley lists valuable information on
Applicant needs to be CREATIVE, 700+ companies in the Silicon
flexible, POSITIVE and ACCEPTING Valley to help you find jobs that
of disabled people. Car is a must. suit your skill set. It allows you
References required. Good salary. to act smart in your job search.
Available at Spartan Bookstore.
Call Charlotte:415/9600538.

BRAZIUAN? Available 20 hrs. per
week for translation? Work perrnrt DISTRIBUTE ALARMS FOR SELF
& some computer expenence req. PROTECTION and to deter theft.
Cad Bibi at 415/3231335, x 122. Be your own boss set your own
hours. No inventory mquirements.
LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER. 408/4424111.
EARN MONEY
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
Promote vow organization
You could be making up to ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS!
selling printed sweatshirts,
$35,000.00 your first year! To GOOD PAY - GREAT aPERIENCE
T-shirts, hats, visors, mugs,
learn how, call 369-9999 for an Vector, an international firm
decals, bumper stickers. etc.,
is expanding in the Bay Area.
appointment or fax 3698409.
with your des0 or bgo!
We need ambitious, motivated
Please call to see just how
SAND1MCH PAAKERS FOOD PREP individuals who seek both good
iow these prices can be!
$7.00 hr. Days, Tue. rim Fn. Apply income and a valuable learning
Brainstorm Graphks:
2 - 3pm. 848 N. First St San Jose. experience. Work P/T now, F/T
496-6343.
in summer. flexible hours set
AUDITIONS: GREEK FOLK dance PAINTERS WANTED outdoor work around your school schedule!
bonuses.
Starting pay rate $12.25 !!!!
.
pay
troup seeks male and fermale in Sumyvale. Good
performers. Will train. For info, PT/spirg, FT/stsnmer. Call 1800 No experience nec. will train.
Internships and scholarships
4009332 & ask for Mike Bek.
call 356-5754.
available. Call 2805195.
ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS! EVENING & WIIND Childcare wantFor important information on ed for 2 children (2 & 7) flex hrs. SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
Roughing It day camp in SF bay
upcoming events and activities, Harry rate. Call 408/3709730.
area is hiring for summer 1993,
please go to Student Activities
Office, Box 89. For additional PART-TIME FLEX HOURS. Tech (510) 2833878. Send resume to
Support for scientific word proces- P.O. Box 1266, Onnda, CA 94563.
information call 408/3702102.
sor. Knowledge of DOS & at least
100% PURE ADRENALINE!! ! I ! one W.P. Good communication MARKETING. NO EXP. NEC. will
Experience the thrill of free falling skills. Fax re,sume: 408/2986157 train. Easy work. set your own
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s or mail to. Horstmann Software hours. Working as Irttle as 2 hrs.
only skydmrg center. Come join us 10 S. 3rri St. 0350. SJ, CA 95113. per day, you can eam $1,200. to
for a tandem lump and enjoy your
14000. per mural,. 3950076.
first skydive with only 45 minutes SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
of training. For the true thrill seek- looking for creatne energetic teach- *SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
er, try an accelerated freefall ers. director in training & subs for
Medical / Dental Benefits
course and find yourself on the preschool & school age child care
Sick / Vacation Pay
fastest road to becoming a certified centers. Parttime, various hours
Employee Referral Bonus.
skydiver. starting with a six hour mornings 8! aftemcons beMeen 7 Now hinng three part-time students
class and a mile long freefall the am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE to work Tuesdays and Thursdays n
same day. Videos of your jump units. Call 227-3605 or 2269622. before 8, after school age childcare
also available. Owned and operatprograms. Other full and part time
ed by SJSU students and grads.
$7.00 58.00 PER HOUR
positrons also available in both
For more info cad (510)634-7575. Security - FuNtrne or part time
before & after school age childcare
All shifts / Day. Swing or Grave. progams and preschool programs
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
Weekly Paychecks
Pcsitices great for both female and
Your chance to be seen!!!
Credit union
male students. Substitute teaching
Mcdels wanted by top agencies all
Full tranirg.
posrtons available for students
over the country and the world.
Vacation Pay.
needing flexible hours or days off
Break into the modeling industry
3 medical plans for F.T.
for studying. WM 24 locations, we
now! No experience necessary Call
Dental / Vision Plans.
offer lots of advanoement and
Requires: Reliable transportation,
for details. Tom (438) 2499737.
opporturey. Call us, we II WO* with
clean police record. ’mailable past your scheckile. Minimise 12 units
employment good communication needed n child daelopment,
NEW:STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
skills, 18 . years.
Office visits. teeth cleaned and
elementary education or recreation
)(rays - no charge.
Appty: 8 am. 5 pm. Monday Friday Call (408) 257 7326.
Vanguard Security Services
SAVE MONEY and you, TEETH
Enroll now!
3212 Scott
Santa Clete
$200. - 3500. WEEKLY
For brochue see
Near 101 at San Tomas 8, Obott.
Assemble products at home.
A.S. Office or call 8006553225.
Easy! No selling You re pad drect
INSTRUCTOR -For those who love Fuliy guaranteed. FREE Information
MATUMIZE YOUR FINANCIAL AID! children. Exciting and energetic
24 hour hotlne. 801-3792900.
A dynamic guide offers proven people needed for pre-school
Copyrigh if CA057550.
secrets for college students. plus a children sports and recreation
comprehensive directory of contact program. Full & part time available. SALES HEALTH AND FITNESS
sources. For free details, send a Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung Full time positions available for
self-addressed stamped envelope (510) 713-7347. Positions avail- management trainees needed for
to: ASA, 2455 23rd Ave., S.F. CA able throighout the bay area.
California’s fastest growing profes
94116. Satisfaction guaranteed!
sional martial art schools. Opportu
SALES POSITION INTERESTED IN nity for rapid advancement to
health & fitness? Flexible hours, management for self motivated
AUTOMOTIVE
great opportunity for Mktg. Mgmt. enthusiastic team players. Karate
& Phys. Ed. majors. Training experience helpful but not neces
CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200. prcgrarn. Bverda: 2557710.
sary. Guaranteed base, plus corn
86 VW
$50.
missions, bonus, trips and other
$100. POSTAL NIBS AVAILABLE! great benefits. Call Mr. Berryessa
87 Mercedes
$50. Many positions. Great benefits. at (510) 7137347.
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands start $50. CaN 18C0-4364365 ext P-3310.
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fired toward him by at least two
assailants.
The attack was the first aimed at such
a senior official since radical Islamic fundamentalists began escalating violence
15 months ago.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
seMces advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Dairy consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

Wednesday, April 21, IRO

RESTAURANT PART-TIME
Day and evening shifts.
Excellent pay. Apply in person at
Pasta MN,
2565 N. 1st St or
call John / Doug at 4357300.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic con.
versational English abroad. Japan
& Taiwan. Many provide room &
board other benefits! No preMus
training or teaching certificate
required. For employment program
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. 36041.
EARN 31,500 WEEKLY Mailing OUT
circulars! Begin Now! Free packet!
SEYS, Dept. 15, Box 4000.
Cadova, TN 3E10113-4003.
ACTORS, COMEDIANS, Ai GREAT
personalities to teach fun traffic
school 1632 hours a week. S10.
per hour to start. Great job/co.
408/2455801.

APPLE COMPUTER REPAIRS &
upgrade. Affordable, reliable. and
knowledgable. Apple Authorized.
Call Glen @ 408/2456759.

VIDEO SERVICES SPECIAU ZING
COUNSELOR / SKILLS - TRAINER in weddings. Recordin& editing and
with developmentally disabled duplication. Affordable and profesadults. 6 months exper. with D.D. sional. Call 408/7231813.
adults. Fremcnt 510/226E605.
50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
HOUSING
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Eirpres 5 31- 93.
2 BR/1BA, 2 BLKS FROM &MU.
403379.3500
Cable TV, off street parking.
Hair
Today Gone TOMOITCW
Avail 6/1. $650./mo. 268-0439.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell. CA 95008.
I WILL SUBLET YOUR STUDIO,
in San Jose area, June, July &
WASHINGION SOUARE FEDERAL
August. Cad 971-3055.
CREDIT UNION
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE "STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open exclusively
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
to SJSU Students, Alumni. and
when you need to study or your
Advisory Faculty!
favorite syveater missing in action?
Services include:
Lke alone just minutes from SJSU.
Spacious studios from only $495. $ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consoldation Loans $
Call Stephanie - 40B/57114800.
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptonal Rates!!!
FEMALE, NONSMOKER NEEDED
Convenient location:
to share 2 bdrm./1 bath apt. with
48 S. 7th Street Suite 201
pool. Near It. rail, Willow Glen &
San Jose, CA 95112
Almaden Expy. $350. + 1/2 util.
Call for mare info:
Call 2658553.
(408)947-7273.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770. MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
Walk or ride bike to school. Ample HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
parking, garage available Secured waxing, tweezing or using cherni
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry cals. Let us permanently remove
facilites. Remodeled, many & very your unwanted hair. Back Chest clean. Call Manager 288-9157 Lip Bikini - Chin Tummy etc.
Students & faculty 15% discount.
leave message.
lst. appt. 1/2 price if made by
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
Big windows, bright and airy, with TOMOITOW, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
dishwasher, air calditioning. gated. 017, Campbell . (406) 379.3500.
covered parking 8, onsite laundry.
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for
IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
two roommates or staff. 1 block
16 rs of legal experience
from SJSU. Froni 5625. per month.
H1, labor cert., green card
Aspen Vintage Tower. 2974705.
corporation & business.
Leer Offices of Stanley K. Yim
2 BOR./1 BA. 1 block from SJSU.
2021 Ile Alameda, Suite 350
Free basic cable, laundry room,
San Jose, CA 95126
parking, modem appliances. Rent
TTD 408/249-9532
tegjes at $725./mo. + $500. dep.
Voice 408/249-9567.
For information call 971-0869 or
see manager at Royale Apts. 485 WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
S. 9th Ai Willem St Also accepting Tem, paper assistance. Versatile,
applications for Fall semester.
expert staff. Experienced with ESL
students. Emergencies weloomed.
SERVICES
Cal tollbree 806777-7901.

IMMEDIATE! MARKETING prqect.
outdoor work, Ilex hrs. good pay
Some positions require vehicles. VVRITING di RESEARCH Services.
ELECTROLYSIS CUMCI!
Eam $6. 10. . per hr. 1803-544 Term paper & thesis preparation
Unwanted hair removed forever.
2824. After 44sm: 4154682674.
and assistance. All subjects. Quab
Specialist Confidential.
fied writers on every topic. Editing.
Disposable or your own probe.
$17. PER HOUR
Re-writing. Resumes. ESL students 335 S. Baywood Av. San Jose, Ca,
Weekends Evenings.
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Call 247-744313.
Lawn aeration sales.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
Green Thumb - 732-4443.
satisfactory service. Improve your
grades! (Berkeley) 510841 5036

Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure, punctuation; format
(APA, Turabian, MLA); table/graph
TRAVEL
preparation; custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disksi
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Resume/cover letter preparation.
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe. U.S.? International Students Welcome!
Make your vacation plans now. Willcm Glen area. 7:30arn8:3Cpre.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
SANTA CLARA Secretarial Serv.
408/997-3647.
(408) 984-2268 Near SCU
Tem papers. resumes etc.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL
FOR STUDENTS!
CREATIVE RASCALS
Book Europe and Far East now
for lowest summer fares .
Desktop Publishing
Terrn
papers. repices, restmes.
Student
Tickets-Special
Anon:tablet 408364-0806
No min/max days, refundable.
aiangeable,opertjaw
TO TYPE!
I HATE
No advance booking requirements
N this got your attention. rye yourWe discount Eurail passes.
self a break. Let me do it for you!
New York / Boston $389.
Washington D.C. /
$399. Free pick up and delivery.
Resumes. term papers 8, theses
STA student air tickets
APA format. $2.00 per double
Teephone servioe eselyday!
spaced page / $5.00 minimum.
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
Call Julie - 998-8354.
1-8006939030.
BREAST ENLARGEMENT’.
Medically proven naisurgical.
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
Body lmagrig 1408) 3744960.

WORD PROCESSOR
Retred seaetary. Let me cb the
typng!! Resumes. teen papers.
theses. etc. Grad & undergrad.
IBM Comp/Laser pnnter.
Available days
(eves/weekends by amt.)
Appointment necessary.
Call Anna -9724992.

TUTORING
MATH, PHYSICS. CHEMISTRY.
etc. Free introductory sessions.
Your home or at SJ State. Jack
Duncan. 9256947 or 227-6C415.

WQRD PROCESSING

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word processing! Theses. term
papers. nursing & group projects,
resumes. letters, manuscnpts, Ptc.
Word Perfect 5.1. HP Laserlet Aiii
tom:lets plus APA. Spelltrg, punch)
atm and grammar assistance. Ael
work guaranteed! Save 5S5 with
referral discounts! For worryfese,
dependable, and prompt service.
Word Processing Hayward Area call PAM at 247.2681 tsam-sunu.
Reports’ Term Pa pers Theses
Suzarne 5104899794 MLAAPA
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Tenn Papers
CA11 UNDA TODAY
Theses. Graduate Weak, APA &
for expenenced, professimal word
Turabian. Desktop PuNishng.
pnxessng. Theses, term papas,
Graphic Design & Layout
goup praects. etc. AN (cellars
Laser Output
ncluding APA. Laser printer.
satisraction Guaranteed.
Transcription and Fax senaces
V. I. P. Graphics
available. Almaden/Branham area.
Near Oak:lege Mall
Call for appointment
3639254
(408)2644504.
A ktEATLY TYPED PAPER gets the
best grades. This English teacher
has 30 years’ experience typing
and welcomes foreign students.
Best rates! Fast service!
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE
(406)2957438.

FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING &
TRANSCRIPTION. Professional’
home typist w/ laserJet printer
$2.00 / double spaced page.
Open almost 24 hours a day.
7 days a week. Term papers.
resumes. correspondence. etc.
West San Jose near Cupertino.
Suzanne: 4465658.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science aml English papers the
ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other fomiats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available.
Masterson s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-2510449

DAILY CIASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad

here.

iS 30 spaces, including

letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words,

ElOOD00000111000DEJDOEOMOOLOODOrTh
DOCEIDOCEODOCETIOOD0000L1000001 !Uri
DODEEICIOOODOODOEIC100001100111000T1 0
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San Jose State iniversity Summer Session
90th Anniversary
9 0 3 - 1 9 9 3
(^1..k

"The Weather is Good
in San Jose in the Summer"
SUMMER OF 1903 saw someTHE
thing new in San Jose - the first
summer session of a normal
school on the Pacific Coast. From June
29 to September 11, 175 students met
on the campus. They were school teachers determined to advance their careers.

"In the 90 years since
President Morris Dailey
tr
lxgan tht first
sessi llll
our campus.
the tradition of
providing students
with relevant quality
’
s. Wt
thici
will serve 8200 studtnts
r. itit n and
this .
w lllllllll who represtiit
the cultural and prolesal diversity of the
state. nati ll n and world.
In 1903, the studttit
body was teachers.
littlity, the student body
includes teachers.
artists, technicians.
business professionals,
health workers.
and engineers. These
students art a mirror id
in whitli
tht t
!KC and work.
just as today ’s .
stssion t urricid lllll is a
reflecti011 from that
mirror."
si
Dr. Paul M. Bradley
Inns tnr ,1

Those 163 women and 12 men represented
27 counties in California, as well as 11 other states.
Summer classes in 1903 were from the regular
school year curriculum. including educational
theories, psychology, history, geography, science,
mathematics, drawing, literature, manual training,
music and physical training.
Instructors were regular faculty members, who
taught during the summer months for an additional
compensation of $25.
Summer session was not a completely new
idea in 1903. Summer institutes for elementary and
secondary school
teacliers became
popular in the mid ’
1850s. Like conferences, these instittites were held for a
week or two, and
were generally
organized by a state
or county superin4
tendent of schools to
allow teachers to
iipgrade their skills.
Probably the first
permanent summer
session was Professor Louis Agassiz’ Harvard summer science
"camp" for teachers, established in 1873 to study
marine biology at Bi lizard’s Bay on the Atlantic
Coast.
By 1900, states began counting summer
coursework toward the renewal of teacher’s temporary certificates. Summer sessions became both a
route for teachers to respond to steadily advancing
requirements for certification, and a way for all
students to gradate more quickly.
Locally, as eady as 1891, Sari Jose State
Normal School’s President Charles W. Childs noted
in his annual report that teachers were taking
courses from the school’s faculty during their

1401
Itt
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vacation periods. In 1903, President Morris E.
Dailey proposed a formal summer session, noting
that San Jose’s chmate was good during July and
August, and that teachers would welcome the
innovation. On a more important note, he pointed
out that only 29 percent of Cahfornia’s teachers
were normal school graduates, and only 8 percent
were college or university graduates. The majority of
working teachers could profit by more opportunities
for study, he was sure.
The joint board of normal school trustees
unanimously approved his plan to offer a summer
session at San Jose.
Presidents at the
other normal schools
were also enthusiastic -San Diego State
Normal School
began a summer
session in 1905, and
other programs
quickly followed at
Humboldt, San
Francisco. Los
Angeles arid Chico
State Normal
Schools.
International
travel study became a part of summer session in
1909, with San Jose State Normal School again
leading the way. The itinerary the first year was
faculty development, with 29 instructors from the
campus embarking on a European study tour on
July 3. taking them to England. Holland. Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, France and Germany.
This year, you can select from hundreds of
regular campus curriculum courses. as well as
special courses and workshops designed for
summer session. Topics range from African American Studies to Women’s Studies, with dozens of
other topics in between. Just as those summer
pioneers did 90 years ago, you can improve your
skills as a classroom teacher. or a teacher in
training, or accelerate your graduation from San
Jose State University or another institution. There
are still more wornen than men attending, although
the balance is more equal than in 1903. And, while
we can’t guarantee the weather every day, it’s nice
to be in San Jose in the summer.
Top photograph: San Jose State Normal School, circa 1903.

"Because only 29
percent of California’s
school teachers
are normal school
graduates, and only 8
percent are college or
university graduates,
the majority of teachers
could pmfit by more
opportunities for study.
That is why I will
propose at the April
1903 meeting of the
joint board of normal
school trustees a
summer session for
San Jose Normal School
to operate from June 29
to September 11 of
this year. Teachers will
welcome the innovation, and besides,
the weather is gtxxl
in San Jose in the
summer."
Morris E. Dailey
President
Vim nit
San lose Siaie
I’M 1919

